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S.C.S. (AUTONOMOUS) COLLEGE, PURI 

(NAAC Accredited Grade “A”) 

A National Seminar 

On the Topic 

“Religion, Culture and Literature” 

To be held on the 23
rd 

Nov. 2019 (Saturday) 

The PG Department of English of S.C.S. (Autonomous) College, Puri is organizing a one-

day National Seminar on 23.11.2019 on the topic “Religion, Culture and Literature”. 

Papers are invited from delegates for presentations on the occasion on the topic or any other 

related themes. 

Thematic Introduction: Literature is intricately linked to religion and culture. The inherent 

interrelationship is all but simple and unproblematic. Religion is the soul of a race or society. 

The texture of society is strongly interwoven with religious ideas and ethics. Culture, the 

arena of society, is to a considerable extent embedded in religious norms and nuances. 

Literature is the refined and recycled product as much of religious faith, thoughts, rites and 

rituals as of cultural codes, chores and ambience. The womb and ambit of literature is not 

only impregnated with religion and culture but is often posed with serious setbacks as well. 

The issue of religion in particular does problematize the realm and lends it with the air and 

facet of propaganda. Writers who are the inevitable products of their time and clime, have 

across the world engaged themselves both creatively as well as critically with this primordial 

triumvirate: religion, culture and literature. History of human civilization is neither ignorant 

nor silent about moments of innumerable trials and tribunals these three constituencies have 

undergone in their Odysseus journeys. Politics has never succeeded in keeping itself free 

from religious fermentations and cultural froths. In spite of the fact that science and 

technology has taken over the driver’s seat in the business of human living and management 

in the recent centuries, it hasn’t succeeded in resolving religious faith. Culture and literature 

are yet to acquiesce secular and rational disposition, if they can ever and ought to do so at all. 

At the present juncture of time, there is witnessed more than ever before, sharp rise in 

religious fundamentalism, cultural dominance and invasion, religious radicalism, religion-

centric terrorism, politics of power and hegemony across the globe. This ongoing scenario of 

increasing challenges that mankind is facing on various fronts today, the issue of 

interrelationship between religion, culture and literature calls for serious rethinking and 

deserves debates and deliberations. The seminar is a timely call to the challenges of the time 

and it aims at focussing on the inherent problematics as well as exploring various positive 

aspects of the age-old intricate relationship between religion, culture and literature. Besides, 

its occurrence at a place like Puri, the religious, literary and cultural capital of the peace 

loving state, Odisha, and again at this important juncture of time when India is marching 

ahead to play the role of Viswa Guru, appears not only immensely opportune but of added 

significance as well. 

 Dr Dilip Naik, a distinguished Professor of English Literature and author will deliver 

the keynote speech. Dr Naik is working as the Professor of English Literature at the English 

and Foreign Languages University (EFLU), Hyderabad. He was also a Visiting Professor at 

the Dresden University, Germany in 2017. He has authored three poetry collections in 

English: You I Could Hold (2013), By Inference (2014), A Gift of Smoke (2018) and two in 
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Odia: Ahata Nada and Darpanara Pani. He has also published many research articles in 

several International Journals. His Doctoral thesis on Martin Heidegger written at Sussex 

University, United Kingdom, has also been published under the caption The Poetics of 

History (2010). Prof C. J. O’ Brien (Retd), Manipur Central University, Imphal & Admas 

Univ., Kolkata, is also going to address the delegates. 

Papers are invited from the participants of the seminar. The length of the paper will not 

exceed 2500 words. The paper must have been written in accordance with guidelines contained in the 

7
th
 or 8

th
Edition of the MLA Handbook. Selected papers will be included in the Annual Issue of the 

Department Journal with ISSN Number.  

Related Themes:  (1) Religion and Culture 

           (2) Religion and Literature 

           (3) Religious Literature 

           (4) Philosophy of Religion 

           (5) Myth/Mythology and Literature 

           (6) Cultural Theory 

           (7) Politics of Literature and Culture 

           (8) Literature and Propaganda  

                       (9) Literature and Ideology  

Detailed Schedule 

Date of the Seminar: 23
rd

Nov. 2019 (Saturday)  

Last Date of Submission of Abstract: 3
rd

 Nov. 2019 (Abstract in 250-300 words with 4-5 

Key words) 

Information about Acceptance of Abstract: 5
th

Nov. 2019 

Last Date of Registration for Participation in the Seminar: 11
th

 Nov. 2019 

Last Date of Submission of Full Paper (Soft Copy): 16
th

 Nov. 2019 

Reporting & Spot Registration: 23
rd

Nov. 2019 ((9.00AM -10.00AM) 

Registration Fees:  Rs. 1000/- (It includes Seminar Kits, Lunch, Snacks, Participation Certificate. 

Accommodation and Travel Expenses are to be borne by the 

delegates/participants themselves. However, for arrangement of 

accommodation, they may take help of the organizers of the Seminar at least 

a week earlier to the event). Delegates are allowed to bring companions with 

them but they have to pay the Registration fees.  

Research Scholars:  Rs 700/- (They have to produce relevant testimonial at the time of  

registration.  

Student Participants:  Rs 500/- (Except the existing Students of the Department of English of S.C.S. 

(Autonomous) Colleges, Puri. They have to produce their Id card in support 

of their student hood.) 

All the abstracts must be sent to the e-mail Ids: mary.mohanty@yahoo.co.in and 

bhimacharan10@gmail.com in separate word file only in Times New Roman font size 12. 

 

Contact Nos for any further query: 9437497222, 8249287387, 9437537046,  

mailto:mary.mohanty@yahoo.co.in
mailto:bhimacharan10@gmail.com
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About the host Department & the College: The Department of English does have the credit 

to its favour in being one of the oldest ones imparting right since its very inception quality 

education to young mass not only of the state of Odisha but of the whole nation. At present, it 

offers education at UG, PG and M Phil level. As regards SCS Autonomous College, Puri, 

established way back in 1944, over the years it has continued to remain the alma mater of 

hundreds of illustrious alumnae. The college has earned big name and reputation as a leading 

Govt. institution of the state of Odisha.Situated at the heart of the city of pilgrimage, Puri, 

and affiliated to Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, this premier college offers a multiplicity of 

professional, skill-based, and training oriented courses in addition to imparting education in a 

good number of age-old conventional subjects. It is NAAC accredited A.  

About Puri: Puri is world famous for Lord Jagannath and His Car Festival which is held 

annually every year and it goes on for nine days. Millions of devotees from the nook and 

corners of India and abroad as well come to Puri not on this auspicious occasion alone but all 

the year round to have a darshan of Lord Jagannath. A place of pilgrimage apart, it moreover, 

happens to be a world-class tourist hub with a magnificent sea beach stretching over miles 

with a splendid constellation of hotels and restaurants of all range and offering all sorts of 

facilities. This pious town Puri forms part of what is called “the golden triangle’ angularly 

connecting Bhubaneswar at one end and Konark at the other.These latter two places 

showcase magnificent historical monuments displaying superb architectural as well as 

sculptural artifices. On the roadway, Konark is of one hour’s drive from Puri, and 

Bhubaneswar of one and half an hour. The famous seawater lagoon Chilka noted for the bird 

sanctuary and dolphins is again one hour’s drive from Puri. Climate wise, November is the 

most pleasant month for site seeing these serene, scenic and sublime places. Puri is well 

connected with all the parts of India by railway as well as roadways. Besides, Bhubaneswar 

airport is just one and half an hour’s drive by roadway from Puri too. Thus, participation in 

this seminar with a little tour-planning does ensure a memorable moment in life. 

 

 

      (Dr. Mary Mohanty)                                                                  (Dr. Sujata Mishra) 

HOD, English & Convener Secy.                           Principal & President of the Seminar  

     Organising Committee 

 


